
March 22, 23, 2022 meetings  

Josephine County Commissioners 

 

A maskless face-to-face discussion Tuesday, March 22, between Grants Pass city officials and 

Josephine County Board members about finding money for the Sheriff ended with Commission 

Chair Herman Baertschiger’s agitation toward Mayor Sarah Bristol’s tax levy optimism.   

The conversation took place after a discussion about fire safety that had Bristol and Council 

President Joel King trying to convince Commissioners that banning fireworks in this drought 

might be a good idea. Commissioners argued fireworks don’t cause fire problems and banning 

them would be unenforceable. King appeared on Facetime from a boat on the Applegate River 

until his phone battery died. He wasn’t there for the Sheriff’s funding roundabout.  

Baertschiger’s opposition to the city representatives dug in. 

“You look through life through a liberal lens Sarah. I look through life through a conservative 

lens. I look at numbers. I understand the numbers,” Baertschiger said. 

His comment came after Bristol’s response to Baertschiger’s assertion that people in Josephine 

County won’t pass a levy.  

Baertschiger said, “….in this county a very high percentage of the voters that vote three out of 

four times are retired and those people, to get them to vote for money when they’re on a fixed 

income and they’re looking at $5 gas and you go buy a steak for $25 and stuff. I don’t know how 

likely they’re going to vote for money, you know, on a fixed income.” (Note: Baertschiger did 

not supply any numbers to back up his assertion.) 

Bristol said, “You have to find reasons for yes instead of no.” That’s when Baertschiger 

interrupted her with a firm “you look through life through a liberal lens…” 

Baertschiger conceded that the only way to provide permanent, stable funding for the Sheriff, 

who needs about $4.5 million to keep the level of service what it is now, is to do it through a tax 

district but found fault with that as well.  

Bristol said although finding funding for the Sheriff is not her problem she feels the people of 

Grants Pass are concerned about law enforcement in the county and its impact on the city’s 

public safety. She said she is offering to help come up with a solution because of that.  

“You’re convinced I’m a liberal but I’m not the one asking for a new tax,” she said.  

Baertschiger shot back, “You know what? That is so political. 

That’s why things don’t work. Right there. OK? That’s something 

the Daily Courier will do. That is wrong!” he said, pointing his pen 

at her.  

“What? You’re the one calling names,” replied Bristol.  

“I’m just saying you’re lookin’ through a liberal lens,” he said.  

Bristol replied, “We’ll keep talking” and the meeting came to a halt.  



Previously, proposals put out for discussion included the one Sheriff Dave Daniel and 

Commissioner Dan DeYoung have been promoting, which is a seasonal 3 percent sales tax that 

could have a cap on big purchases and carve out some businesses altogether.  

Bristol began the debate on that proposal by saying the City Council heard the Sheriff’s “great” 

presentation” at their last meeting “and I think we all understand the problem and want to help 

solve it. It’s just that I don’t think anybody thinks the public is going to go for the sales tax.” 

DeYoung said they settled on the sales tax idea because a county-wide levy to support the sheriff 

probably wouldn’t fly with city voters who already pay “a ton for whatever your public safety 

costs.” However, he said promoting that idea put a “target” on his back and “there are people 

who are trying to do everything they possibly can to make anything I say not credible.”  

Baertschiger pointed at City Counsilor Brian DeLaGrange and said accusingly, “we would’ve 

started this conversation two months ago on this issue except we were getting recalled and when 

you’re getting recalled you can’t have any kind of controversy so that recall cost us two 

months!” (Note: DeLaGrange had nothing to do with the recall).  

Baertschiger then blamed Oregon Senators Ron Wyden and Jeff Merkley for the Sheriff’s budget 

problems. He said they took away Josephine County’s timber harvest money which used to pay 

for county law enforcement.  

“We have two senators that will do absolutely nothing for timber harvest….” DeYoung 

interrupted with “and minerals. Now, now it’s the minerals being taken out.” (Note: Wyden and 

Merkley, both Democrats, are the Commissioners’ favorite bogymen even though they have 

secured federal funding to help Josephine County adjust after timber receipts fell below levels to 

sustain the county’s budget. By opposing Build Back Better Republicans actually prevented 

more funding for Josephine County https://www.merkley.senate.gov/news/press-

releases/merkley-wyden-announce-500000-in-build-back-better-regional-challenge-funds-for-

mass-timber-).  

When Bristol tried to point out that Josephine County’s tax rate is one of the lowest in the state 

Baertschiger interrupted her saying “We can’t do anything about it!” 

Commissioner Darin Fowler brought the conversation back to a question Bristol asked.  

“Is there anything else besides the sales tax? Yes. You could do a law enforcement district, you 

could do a tax on marijuana as a plant, not at retail…” Baertschiger interrupted with “Darin, you 

could just do a straight up levy for patrol again…..so there’s a few things left,” said Fowler.   

The conversation continued with Commissioners talking over and interrupting each other. 

Fowler got up from the table and disappeared. DeYoung related a long story about all the out-of-

state license plates he sees and how we should be milking those people for money. Baertschiger 

put a damper on everyone’s ideas by saying any tax proposal will get the attention of the Oregon 

Taxpayers Association, which will spend money to discourage voters from approving it. 

DeYoung brought up Wyden and Merkley again and how they are subverting a scheme by Jay 

Meredith who has pushed the idea that mining could save the county. Bristol, DeLaGrange and 
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City Manager Aaron Cubic, who was also present, retreated until the Commissioners all had their 

say.  

After listening patiently to the Commissioners, DeLaGrange quietly entered the conversation 

with his own suggestion. He proposed a tax of 85 cents per thousand which could be a levy or a 

district. Like a fire district, Cubic noted. A levy would probably be easier to pass, DeLaGrange 

said. Doing rough calculations, he said this would bring in the $4.5 million the Sheriff said he 

needed. Baertschiger reminded him that two or three percent of county property owners don’t 

pay their taxes.  DeLaGrange said then maybe 87 cents is needed, as long as the sheriff’s needs 

can be met by keeping the ask under a dollar.  After Commissioners said most of the assessed 

value in Josephine County is within the city’s borders, Baertschiger said maybe the 85 cents 

could be split up with people in the county paying 65 cents and people in the city paying 23 

cents. DeLaGrange acknowledged that as a possibility. That idea gained traction as 

Commissioners pondered the pros and cons.  

Baertschiger focused on the cons. “Remember, the average voter doesn’t understand any of this. 

The first thing the average voter sees is ‘there they go again, wanting more money.’ They don’t 

understand that they’ve lost this revenue source and we’re trying to replace it. They will only 

see….” 

Bristol interrupted with “People like to support the sheriff. They like to back the blue so I think 

you go on that angle.”  

Baertschiger looked at her and said “Go to Portland. They don’t.” 

Bristol replied, “Well we’re not in Portland. We’re in Josephine County, right? So I think the 

voters know they need more sheriff….” Baertschiger interrupted again “You don’t….” Bristol 

interrupted him, explaining that although in the city she can call the police and in three minutes 

an officer will be at her door, she understands funding the Sheriff is a community problem “and 

we’re willing to help but I don’t see the sales tax going anywhere so I think we need to look at 

other options here.” 

DeYoung chimed in saying he’d like to arrange it so the city collects its own taxes instead of the 

county being the conduit for all property taxes because the county, as tax collector, gets all the 

complaints. Baertschiger mumbles that can’t be done because of a state statute. Bristol said when 

people complain they should be reminded of the services their government provides. The 

conversation turned back to DeLaGrange’s proposal as possibly the best shot, then unwound to 

the point where Baertschiger said Bristol’s optimism was because of her “liberal lens” while his 

negativity was just seeing through a “conservative lens.”  

That afternoon a brief Legal Council session was held, interrupted by an executive session. 

Wednesday’s Weekly Business Session was a light meeting as well, with just a couple of 

contract renewals. No one showed up or called in during the Public Comment section of the 

agenda, so Commissioners moved on to Other Business. This is when Baertschiger brought up 

the Sportsman Park, saying “We have entered into a level of negotiations where contracts have to 

be approved, but there’s some other legalities that have to be addressed so its all in the hands of 



the attorneys trying to figure all this out so I would like to take the Sportsman Park and all the 

issues that surround it and take it out of the Parks Department and put it in the Commissioners 

office until we can resolve all these legal angles to the conversation so that we can work directly 

with our legal team and make sure everybody is on the same page, sayin’ the same stuff.”  

DeYoung justified the time they’ve spent in executive session discussing the shooter’s park they 

want to give to the organization running it by saying property transactions are eligible as well as 

legal litigation or potential litigation. He promised it would come back to the board but said “it’s 

the board’s decision, so I think let’s move it out, you know, I think it’s gone above department 

head status.”  

Baertschiger said it was a “fringe property” for Parks anyway and that the Director has a 

“plateful and let’s just take this off part of her plate and she don’t have to worry about it 

anymore.” Parks Director Sarah Garceau wasn’t present when they discussed this.  

Fowler made the motion to move the authority of the Sportsman Park to the Commissioners and 

relieve Parks of its entanglements there. They did not mention anything about the Director 

finding a grant used for a water system that stipulated the Sportsman Park had to stay in use as a 

park in perpetuity as revealed in the Grants Pass Daily Courier. All Commissioners voted for that 

motion.  

In addition, Commissioners agreed on a new policy directing department heads to put their press 

releases through the public information officer before sending them out. Fowler said he has 

developed a relationship with his liaison departments where they let him see everything they are 

going to release “to make sure the information is true.”  

During Other Matters from Commissioners DeYoung took the opportunity to lecture the citizens 

of Josephine County, even though no one but the Commissioners were in the room. 

“We had a city/county meeting yesterday following our KAJO meeting on the air. Supposed to 

be with the Council President but DeLaGrange took place of that (Note: King was there via 

phone connection) so yesterday we had a pretty hearty conversation about how to fund law 

enforcement. You know ladies and gentlemen it’s time to fund law enforcement. I think we’re to 

a point no matter what it is that comes across that ballot in November, or whenever it comes 

across, I think we need to take a cold hard look at what we are facing as a community, both city 

and county, with the escalation of illegal marijuana grows and what it brings to this community. 

Um, it’s time to say, and I know there’s some people are strapped, but other people…when you 

really do the math and say that’s gonna be $25 a month, I think that’s a good investment, in my 

mind, in law enforcement here in Josephine County.  So whatever comes out I urge you to start 

right now and gear yourself up and say, ‘I think it’s time to fund law enforcement.’ This should 

not be in the tail end of things. I think it needs to be in the forefront. It needs to be the engine of 

this train and not the caboose as it’s been forever.  We find ourselves in a bind and now we’ve 

gotta…now we have to try to make up ground and I think it’s time to say, ‘you know what? 

We’re going to get ahead of this thing.’  We know it’s not going to get any better it’ll get worse, 

hopefully it gets better from the enforcement side. Now’s the time to say this is what I’m going 

to focus on. I need a roof on my house and that’s what I’m gonna put my money on. And I think 



that needs said. That’s a rhetoric that needs to start right now at your dinner table and a 

discussion of your finances in the future. Well you know people say ‘well that’s all you want. 

Taxes.’ All we want is law enforcement is probably a better way of putting it. So it’s a priority 

with this Board. It’s a priority with the City Council. It’s a priority of both staffs involved. And 

you ask us to do a job for you but we need those tools to do that job and if we can’t get the tools 

then I’m sorry but that tool is money. Sheriff’s deputies, police officers, law enforcement, 

nobody works for free. And it’s a dangerous job so we have to pay well to get it done. And just 

think about that as you say ‘OK I’m going to go out and campaign against this. No new taxes.’ 

Well you know what? This might be the time to kick that one into neutral. Because our law 

enforcement people are asking for your help and we as public officials, we are asked to enforce 

laws and make sure stuff gets done around here. It’s hard for me to tell somebody on the phone 

‘I’m sorry we don’t have anybody to send out there to see what’s going on in your neck of the 

woods.’ And I don’t like doin that. So I think it’s time to get out ahead of it, put law enforcement 

in first place rather than clear down on the budget somewhere.” 

Fowler and Baertschiger echoed DeYoung’s sentiments. The meeting adjourned at 9:12 a.m.  

 

 

 

 

The Bill and Herman Show 

Josephine County Commission Chair and Republican Party of Oregon Chair Herman 

Baertschiger and KMED Host Bill Meyer, during his Tuesday 7 am show March 22, focused the 

discussion through their “conservative lenses” with an emphasis on the negative. Bill prodded 

Herman to talk abut the Sportsman Park, they gloated for a minute on a Daily Courier editorial 

about the City of Grants Pass and bemoaned electric busses even though two weeks ago 

Baertschiger agreed with the county transit director they were less costly than diesel. They also 

made the usual complaints about how Democrats were ruining Oregon, compared Oregon 

legislation to policies that caused a famine in China and said inflation is the result of Democrats 

losing control of the economy. After Herman left Bill talked to an Edward Jones finance 

specialist who said the markets are doing better and the US economy is in a good position 

compared to the rest of the world.  

Bill – I’d like to touch on interesting story about the gun range. It appears there’s a legal wrinkle 

about a grant that had been taken in order to get drinkable water there and because of that there 

are strings attached. What do you know, so far?  

Herman - Well this is a big problem with accepting grants. I will tell you, almost shamefully, 

how much money the county gets of grants. And this is the way state government, federal 

government, take local control away. They’ll say, ‘hey we’ll give you this money but there’s 



strings attached.’ (Note: Commissioners encourage county departments to become self-sufficient 

through grants).  

Bill – Yup.  

Herman – So in this particular agreement they took a small grant to drill a well and develop 

potable water but the strings attached is it has to be used as a public park in perpetuity. So now 

we’re trying to get rid of this gun range for liability reasons and give it to a non-profit charitable 

organization that has been running it for over 50 years, very nicely um, and so what we’re going 

to have to do is find some acres to replace those acres that will continue to be used as a park in 

perpetuity but it cannot be already developed park acres so it has to be non-developed acres that 

will be developed as a park in the future.  

Bill – You couldn’t take the Dollar Mountain boondoggle off the hands of Grants Pass? (Bill 

cackles and laughs) And get a county park? I don’t know. Maybe you wouldn’t even be 

interested. Some people will have their feelings hurt. 

Herman – Well, we’ve got 35 acres up there so that could possibly be it. Who knows? But the 

point is all of these grants…If you look at how much money we get for grants, this grant, grant, 

grant, like the airport. The airport has so many federal grants and the strings attached to those are 

so restrictive it’s unbelievable.  

Bill – Well I wanted to just bring up an editorial which is on the Daily Courier that I was reading 

the other day, and they were talking about, and it was actually a critique of the City of Grants 

Pass because ‘Well hey, Medford and Ashland and everybody else is getting grants from the feds 

in order to do their water systems. Why didn’t Grants Pass apply or why won’t Grants Pass?’ I 

think what you have talked about, what we see with the shooting range right now, is that the 

moment that you take those grants you have really adhered yourself to something that really 

restricts your ability to use that land at some point in the future whether you realize it or not. I 

don’t know if that’s why Grants Pass, The City of Grants Pass, didn’t get involved with grant 

stream funding on that or not. But it does illustrate the weakness of going for grants, like you 

have just been talking about.  

Herman – Oh, it’s crazy. We just approved a $1.2 million grant for electric busses, Ok? And I 

got criticism, somebody said…. 

Bill interrupts – Did you get another one? In addition to the other two busses? That were 

purchased? 

Herman – Yes, were getting two more and somebody said, ‘why are you guys buying these 

electric busses at these outrageous prices?’ Well because the grant says the money is for the 

busses and then when you read the fine print it says the busses have to be electric.  

Bill – OK, so you have to have those half million dollar, what are they, $500, $600 thousand? I 

know is what the last two were from Jo County. Right?  

Herman – And so we have to, if we’re gonna accept the money for new vehicles, ah, it’s very 

specific the type of vehicle you have to buy in this particular case they have to be electric.  



Bill – Do they guarantee it’ll last a certain amount of years? The battery pack and that type of 

thing. Do you know?  

Herman – There’s no guarantee. I mean there’s some manufacturing guarantees but they’re 

pretty…I’ll tell you what, um, I’m bein told you know the electric busses you try to plan out how 

far they’ll go but it depends on, you know, how much heat are you using, size of bus, how much 

air conditioning. We’ve had instances where we’ve had to tow these things back to the yard 

cause they run out a juice…(Note: Herman, along with his fellow Commissioners, got a thorough 

briefing on electric busses by the county transit director at their March 10 meeting and no one 

mentioned any of them had to be towed in. And malfunctioning power cells, not a lack of “juice” 

or range disabled the busses until the manufacturer fixed them. In fact, after the director’s 

presentation, Herman agreed electric busses are less costly than the diesel busses and voted for 

them. See below) 

Bill – Wait a minute. Wait a minute. That’s a huge story. They been towing the electric buses? In 

Jo County. Back home to the barn because they ran out of juice. Really?  

Herman – There’s some problem, yep.  

Bill – Oh. Boy. And I thought that we people that are maybe driving electric cars had range 

anxiety. I would imagine a Josephine County transit driver could have range anxiety. Look at the 

meter on the dashboard huh? You know, because I have to tell you though Herman I’m not 

against electric busses or anything like that. In fact I think that local transit and maybe even local 

delivery trucks could actually make some sense you know. Short distances to find routes and you 

get back home at the same time every day. You know. That kind of thing. But that tells me 

Josephine County Transit needs to be looking a little more deeply into the facts on these electric 

busses if they’re having to tow them out because they run out of juice.  

Herman – Yeah, and you know all the money comes out of people’s payroll taxes.  

Bill – Oh that’s right. We have the state payroll tax and it then goes to the RVTDs and the 

Josephine County Transit District. You’re right. Bill claps.  

Herman – Look at your payroll stub and that’s what yer payin for.  

Bill – So you can have the electric turducken bus out there that has to get towed when there’s not 

enough range for it. Wow. You know this is kind of what Kate Brown and the Gang Greens are 

kind of envisioning for everybody. A lot of vehicles that will have you not wanting to leave your 

home very far. Heh, heh, heh…That’s ultimately where they’re goin’ Herman!  

Herman abruptly changes the subject (knowing he’s fibbing?) – This is what happens when you 

pass legislation based on emotion and not facts. I was just reading in the Capitol Press, front 

headlines ‘Pulling up stakes, why some farmers are leaving the west coast. The state is going in a 

direction where it’s just too hard to do business here. And so you know they pass the overtime 

wage for farmers. There used to be an exemption that agriculture workers didn’t get overtime 

because so much of it is seasonal and long hours. I mean when the cherries are ready to pick 

there not just ready to pick from 9 to 5 every day. And the same thing with calving you know. 

When the cows are calving they’re not calving during normal business hours. So um, we have to 



compete with other states and other countries and if they’re inputs are much less than ours we’re 

simply not going to be able to compete with them. I was talking to relatives in Minnesota that 

farm corn and soybeans. Their fertilizer increased this year 36 percent Bill. They don’t know 

what to do even though corn is at record highs at close to $6 a bushel…(Note: House Bill 4002, 

sponsored by Democratic Representatives Paul Holvey and Andrea Salinas, follows Oregon’s 

overtime law which requires employers to pay many hourly workers time and a half for more 

than 40 hours worked a week. The change would be phased in with overtime pay required for 

more than 55 hours a week in 2023 and 2024, 48 hours a week in 2025 and 2026, and then 40 

hours in 2027.The bill includes tax credits through 2029, allowing employers to deduct 50 

percent of overtime pay in 2023 and 2024, 35 percent in 2025 and 2026 and 20 percent in 2027 

and 2028.https://civileats.com/2022/02/11/oregon-farmworkers-overtime-pay-farm-bureau-

california-washington-opposition-economics/ ) 

Bill – It’s still a commodity and by the time you double or triple your input costs and diesel you 

could still be losing money even at those high costs right now.  

Herman – Exactly. Their fertilizer’s $400 an acre and on top of that, so we’re getting ready to 

plant in the next two or three weeks we don’t know if we’re gonna have fertilizer so I put all of 

this money into seed and the tillage and git the plants in the ground and then come to find out not 

only is it a 136 percent increase, maybe I can’t even get it.  

Bill – Yeah and this is certainly an issue. And this is what happens when you have a lot of people 

who are passing laws and/or rules and regs that have nothing to do with about how the world 

works but how they, in a fevered ideology think that ‘well this is the way it should work’ (in a 

high, mocking voice). Yeah, it’s like ‘of course we should have clean energy.’ Sen. Wyden said 

clean energy…and it’s the oil companies that are making tons of money and it’s those evil oil 

companies that are making everything so expensive. You and I know that’s not the case here 

Herman. Lemme take it back. I’m sorry I don’t want to get into Ron Wyden because uh, Ron 

Wyden is not one of my favorites, but this does have to go back to the lawsuit. Avista (Natural 

Gas Company) filed the first lawsuit,  the Oregon Farm/Fruit Bureau has joined on to it. A lot of 

other businesses are now challenging the new climate program. You stopped the Cap and Trade 

with the walkout a couple of sessions ago. Right? God bless you. Now you have Gov. Brown 

who decided ‘well I’m just going to do it with executive orders.’ And I don’t think she has the 

power and that’s really what this question is going to be, if the DEQ (Department of 

Environmental Quality) can stop carbon just based on an executive order. They have the power 

to do so. Right? How do you think that’s going to play out? I don’t know if you’re a betting man 

or not.  

Herman – Well, you know it’s gonna be a real battle for em because the one thing I have learned 

is once something is implemented it’s very hard to unwind it. Once a bill is passed and becomes 

statue it becomes very hard to unwind it.  

Bill – The DEQ essentially wants to destroy Avista Natural Gas though Herman and everybody 

that uses their product.  

https://olis.oregonlegislature.gov/liz/2022R1/Measures/Overview/HB4002
https://civileats.com/2022/02/11/oregon-farmworkers-overtime-pay-farm-bureau-california-washington-opposition-economics/
https://civileats.com/2022/02/11/oregon-farmworkers-overtime-pay-farm-bureau-california-washington-opposition-economics/


Herman – Absolutely!  

Bill – We have compressed natural gas running RVTD busses right now. Clean energy! And now 

clean energy has been redefined as climate and planet destroying by the DEQ clowns and Gov. 

Brown. So when does reality assert itself because what they plan, in fact I have no doubt that 

Avista thought Herman, that they were going to be part of the green energy future because all 

their windmills and solar cells don’t work 24/7 and you have to have something to fill in the 

gaps, including charging the electric bus! In Josephine County…laughs. There has to be some 

power on the grid. So… 

Herman – Right Bill. I mean the electricity in Southern Oregon is coal generated, like 80 percent 

so the busses that we’re paying $600 thousand for because their green are being charged by 

electricity paid by fossil fuel, you know  

Bill – I know but the Greens are trying to kill us though. I mean the courts have to stand for the 

law. Because the law would not appear to be giving the DEQ this kind of power in the 

administrative state. I don’t see it legislatively authorized, do you? But you stopped it. 

Herman – Well you know the courts are pretty interesting here in Oregon but you know a couple 

weeks ago Senator Johnson was in Southern Oregon and I attended one of her events there and I 

got a question in. I asked her, I said, if we didn’t have all these federal dollars falling from the 

sky where would our budget be here in Oregon. With the state of Oregon. And she said one 

word. Screwed. Bill laughs. And I wouldn’t want to be an employee of the state of Oregon. In 

other words, they’re livin’ in la la land. They got all of this money from the federal government 

from the COVID crisis and that’s what they’ve been living on. If they had to live in reality we 

would be, as Sen Johnson said, screwed.  

Bill – Perhaps reality needs to come sooner rather than later. That’s the only thing that will 

change the system.  

Herman – Yeah and look what the liberals have done to the state of Oregon. We have no 

industry. They chased Intel outta here. Intel’s not going to invest any more in Oregon and when 

that facility becomes appreciated out, depreciated out, um that’ll be the end of Intel. They’re 

investing in other states. I see Nike leaving when Phil Knight probably doesn’t have much to do 

with it anymore. If you look at Portland, Portland used to be a manufacturing hub, a port, 

container port, shipping ship building, all of that. We should change the name of Portland to Port 

Nothing because they don’t’ do anything. It’s all gone. We have no big automobile 

manufacturing. We have no military bases here. (Note: see below * and Herman continues to 

overlook Kingsley Field Air National Guard Base in Klamath Falls)  

Bill – And we won’t have farmers if the system has its way, with its Gang Green and Labor rules 

Etcetera. I tell ya, this is existential threat here Herman. I’m not engaging in hyperbole by this. 

Herman – No and look at the farmers, not only do you have this Bill, you have many more 

environment bills, plus Oregon land use. But lemme go down the list. Our fishing fleet is 

demolished, our timber industry is demolished, and there’s nothing left. What is going to pay the 

bills in the state of Oregon? I asked that of Peter Courtney one time and he said ‘well we have a 



lot of pizza parlors’ What does that mean? (Note: Herman exaggerates the demise of the fishing 

and timber industries) 

Bill – We have craft beer and pot too. Don’t forget. Alright?  

Herman – So here is a state that has the Pacific Ocean. Do you know how many states in the 

United States would love to have direct access to the Pacific Ocean?  

Bill – I know Idaho would, that’s why they’ve been friendly to Greater Idaho although that’s 

kind of a pipe dream right now.  

Herman – Yeah there’s a lot a things that have to happen to get there. But I mean states like 

Nebraska and Kansas they would love to have a direct shipping port you know. And Coos Bay. 

That’s the only deep water port between San Francisco and Portland, the Columbia River, and 

the Columbia River isn’t a great one. You gotta go across the bar and down the river and all that. 

But you go over to Coos Bay and it’s like, I don’t know, there’s nothing going on there.  You 

know I once suggested when I was in the legislature that let’s draw a geographic circle around 

Coos Bay and make it a right to work area in the state  of Oregon and I said that port will build 

itself. (Note: the federal government has a large role in the development and maintenance of 

ports ( https://www.epa.gov/community-port-collaboration/ports-primer-33-federal-and-

international-governance ) 

Caller - Question if you reimburse a grant can you get out of a grant? 

Herman - No you can’t. And this grant was given 25 years ago and I don’t know how, you know 

our Parks Director Sarah Garceau brought this to the board at the very last minute and she went 

and contacted the agency and once the agency was contacted, here we go, you just start backing 

up the bureaucrats waving their fingers. 

Bill – Yep. But you see, I don’t think the feds know how to take money back. It’s only to let the 

money go out to the system. What do say you want to pay us back for a grant?  

Herman – No they don’t want it Bill. They want the control. They don’t want the money. So you 

took the money they got the control they don’t want to give up the control.  

Bill – And that’s why the grant stream funding has been one of the most insidious in local and 

regional government for this very reason because everyone keeps talking about ‘oh we get grant 

stream funding to you know pave the allies and we gotta do this and we gotta do that and you 

find yourself dancing to the tune, not of the local constituents but of bureaucrats thousands of 

miles away and that’s the reality where we find ourselves. Let’s talk to Jack of Gold Hill 

question? 

Caller Jack - Yeah, I’m just kind  of making an observation. What we’re going through right now 

is exactly what China did back in the 50s and 60s and then the cultural revolution was in the 70s 

but in the 50s and 60s they did the Great Leap Forward. It was basically the elite intellectuals 

took over the country and decided they knew how to grow food and do things better than the 

farmers that had been doing it for generations  
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Bill – You know Jack that is a chilling observation That’s a chilling observation.  

Jack – They changed how they…they made rules and quotas and all this stuff and basically 70 

million people starved to death. 

Bill – Jack I appreciate you raising that issue. I’m hoping that history is not repeating itself this 

time around Herman with the people in the State of Oregon deciding more about how to farm 

and treat people than the actual farmers. (Note: a variety of causes have been attributed to the 

cause of the famine, including weather, distribution problems and an authoritarian government 

https://www.academia.edu/11096081/The_Institutional_Causes_of_Chinas_Great_Famine_1959

_61 ) 

Herman – Well, you know, I don’t know where this initiative is but there could be something on 

the ballot in November if they get their signatures that would make it illegal to butcher any 

animal in the State of Oregon. So, um, I don’t think that’s gonna pass but just the thought of 

somebody getting enough signatures to get it on the ballot should scare the heck outta you.  

Bill – It is an interesting time. This is definitely the year for political activity, alright? Now you 

can put on your Oregon Republican Party Chair hat, ok, and you know that Markley, Van Camp 

and Robbins (A show on KMED) were talking about a politician or a group that was actually 

signing up party members, signing up people and petitioning at gas stations. I’m thinkin’ that is 

something our Republican parties here in Jackson and Josephine should be doing right now. I 

think you might find it a pretty good hunting ground. Waddaya think? 

Herman – That’s very possible, especially with, you know this inflation. I think, I think, 

Democrats have lost control over the economy, and I think you’re gonna see double digit 

inflation for quite some time. History tells us that that’s not good for the party in charge at the 

time. 

Bill – Nothing brings a country down faster than inflation. I mean Just the siphoning away of the 

ability for people to live, bit by bit through stealth, you know, in the background. And that is not 

good for social cohesion and stability.   
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Herman, if you’re reading, stop with the 80% coal 

nonsense. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*There’s no chance that Intel will walk away from its Oregon investments or make significant 

cuts anytime soon. The company is two years into construction on a multibillion-dollar 

expansion of its D1X research factory at its Ronler Acres campus near Hillsboro stadium. Is Intel 

leaving Oregon? – JanetPanic.com 

 

Transcript of Transit Director Scott Chancey’s presentation to the Board March 10, 22 

Thursday March10, during the Board’s Administrative Workshop, Transit Director Scott 

Chancey asked the board to approve the purchase of two more electric busses for the county. The 

County already has two electric busses purchased several years ago. Commissioners asked why 

he wasn’t looking at diesel busses. Chancey said the ODOT (Oregon Department of 

Transportation) grant paying for the busses only allowed for the purchase of electric busses. 

Baertschiger said that was ironic since “they say well, you know Josephine County we got 

electric…we’re helping the climate change and everything when 80 percent of our electricity 

comes from coal power plants.” (Note: Oregon gets most of its power from hydraulic generation 

and natural gas, with only 2.8 percent from coal https://stacker.com/stories/3356/states-

producing-most-electricity-coal ) 

Chancey said based on his experience with the two electric busses the county now owns, the 

electric busses are far less expensive and gave a long explanation to the board based on his 

calculations.  

Chancey: “What I found out over the last two years fell in line as expected. When we ordered 

first two there were a few unknowns like cost per mile and what’s the actual savings and what’s 

the maintenance cost. An electric vehicle has approximately 40 percent less moving parts. So 

what does that entail in terms of reduction in our operating expense? If you look at our budget 

proposed for upcoming fiscal year the electric busses are budgeted at $2.02 per mile and the 

diesel buses are budgeted for $1.45 per mile. So looking at that it would be stated the electric is 

costing more per mile than the diesel, which is true, but there’s some explanations for that which 

backs my recommendation to continue with this purchase order.  
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The biggest one is the expense in the budget is based on the aggregate cost of those electric 

vehicles from last year and with the electric technology we’ve found out a few things about. The 

biggest one is in the beginning you’re going to have a higher maintenance cost and the biggest 

driver of that maintenance cost is education and training for your employees, maintenance staff 

specifically. So what’s driving our maintenance cost to put it to the $2.02 a mile is essentially 

parts that were needed and the cost of labor, so on both of the busses we lost battery cells since 

2019. On one of them we lost more than one battery cell. And by battery cells, all the batteries 

are not just in one contained unit. There’s 12 individual battery packs. And cumulatively those 

battery packs contain about 37,000 lithium ion batteries. So across those 12 packs they all need 

to be functioning correctly or the bus doesn’t move. The manufacturer, once we realized that was 

broken, actually came and fixed our battery packs. It was pretty labor intensive. We didn’t have 

to pay for it but we did have to pay for our own staff. So there’s some accumulation of costs 

there. The other thing that we’ve done or learned is we’ve had to replace the 24 volt battery 

systems in both busses several times. So there’s some large driving factors in terms of what our 

expenses were. 

But if you look at those expenses over the last six months this pretty much plays out for my 

recommendation. One of the vehicles, the quarterly average maintenance cost which doesn’t 

include fuel, it just includes parts and labor associated with those repairs, on one of the electric 

busses, we paid $579 for the quarter. That’s a three month accumulation of expenses. And this is 

an average over the last six months. If you compare that to the diesel bus average over that same 

time period, the diesel bus average per quarter is $2,348 in expenses. So, that in itself tells me 

that once we’ve gone through the initial expense and learning curve of the electric busses, yes, 

the parts and labor associated with that is paying off. Now will it continue to pay off over the life 

cycle of these vehicles which is 12 years? It’s an unknown. Will the batteries last 12 years? 

Again, unknown. There are some transit agencies that are at that 12 year mark right now and 

they’ve experienced the same thing that we’ve seen in terms of cost reduction and their batteries 

are still functional. So, is that going to be the same experience we have? I don’t know. Based on 

the trends of what’s going on I can probably say yes.  

Now if you notice when I was talking about maintenance expense I didn’t talk about fuel. To do 

a comparison between fuel you have to convert the electricity to essentially a milage or 

something, so conservatively we are using about, on an electric bus, we are getting about 2.1 

kilowatt hours, we’re spending about 2.1 kilowatt hours per mile driven. The miles per gallon of 

the diesel bus we get about 5.9 miles per gallon. So if you take the kilowatt hour per mile from 

the electric bus and you times it by the amount of fuel spent per mile on the diesel bus you can 

kind of get an equivalent. So with that said, basically, on the current prices it looks like we’re 

operating the electric busses at about $1.85 gallon equivalent to diesel which is around $4 plus 

dollars a gallon. So based on the fuel expense and what we’re seeing it pays off there as well. 

Now granted there’s some factors involved such as is the cost of electricity gonna be stable, is 

the cost of diesel gonna go up, is the cost of diesel going to go down? What is the life cycle of 

these vehicles, is it truly 12 years or are we going to run into some other problem? I don’t see 

anything ahead that would make me present a recommendation to not go this route, but with that 

said my opinion is fuel diversification in your transit fleet is extremely important.  



So while I’m making the recommendation to buy two more electric vehicles to bring our total to 

four, I would stop it there. I would not go beyond these four vehicles given the current 

conditions. Now if something came up and the technology came down in price, if something 

happened and you couldn’t get diesel vehicles, it might make me change my mind but I don’t see 

any of that happening so therefore I would probably maintain this. It takes I think 10 vehicles to 

operate the fixed route/commuter route fleet. If this purchase is made, four of those vehicles will 

be electric and six of those will be diesel. I feel pretty confident with that fuel mix. I feel 

extremely confident in the prices of our maintenance and fuel continuing on the path that they 

are and will continue. And as you can see the cost between a diesel and an electric vehicle is 

significant. The cost between these electric vehicles and what we bought in 2009 is almost 

$100,000 more. But with that said, the battery pack is bigger and the engine is more efficient so I 

think with these vehicles we’re going to see an even greater efficiency in terms of kilowatt hour 

per mile which is gonna be an additional cost savings. So the difference that I look at is the 

difference in the match requirement per vehicle. Can I recover that? Which I can confidently say 

yes based on the projections that we have. And that’s over a 12 year period. And the other 

question is will we recuperate the overall cost of the vehicle? Now granted 98 percent of that is 

through a grant. Still, it’s an expense and those are taxpayer dollars so that has to be looked at. 

So I think the projections that we’re on it does show the electric vehicle will produce enough 

cost savings to offset the difference in price between the diesel vehicle and an electric vehicle.  

And then the last thing I’d like to say is, again to reiterate, these funds can’t be used for anything 

else but electric vehicles. Yes, by design. Now we did purchase two diesel vehicles, which we 

desperately needed in November but those funds came from the payroll tax dollars that the 

county receives as well as a conversion of some of our CARES Act money that had already been 

awarded to us. Those funds will be altered to allow us to buy a diesel vehicle vs putting them 

into operations. That’s an allowable amendment so we’re going to do it. The odds for us getting 

funds for diesel vehicles is very low unfortunately. Everyone’s competing for the same pot of 

money. Luckily we are kind of out ahead of the game. But that’s just kinda where it’s at. These 

vehicles, once they’re purchased, I think I have three more cutaways or the smaller vehicles that 

are beyond their useful life that still will need to be replaced. So once we get through the diesel 

vehicles, this purchase order and I have an application I think will be awarded for two more large 

vehicles that will not be electric then I think we’re well on our way and that only leaves me three 

more. So, at that point we’ll see where I can get the funds from. Eventually.” 

Baertschiger said he appreciated that Chancey didn’t get caught up with “the environmental 

aspect” and concentrated what was the best value. Chancey said whereas some transit agencies 

are going 100 percent electric by the year 2040, he said they may not be thinking about the 

logistics of putting in enough chargers to accommodate those busses and the room they’ll need to 

carve out of their parking lots for those.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


